Simple linear model provides highly accurate genotypic predictions of HIV-1 drug resistance.
Drug resistance is a major obstacle to the successful treatment of HIV-1 infection. Genotypic assays are used widely to provide indirect evidence of drug resistance, but the performance of these assays has been mixed. We used standard stepwise linear regression to construct drug resistance models for seven protease inhibitors and 10 reverse transcriptase inhibitors using data obtained from the Stanford HIV drug resistance database. We evaluated these models by hold-one-out experiments and by tests on an independent dataset. Our linear model outperformed other publicly available genotypic interpretation algorithms, including decision tree, support vector machine and four rules-based algorithms (HIVdb, VGI, ANRS and Rega) under both tests. Interestingly, our model did well despite the absence of any terms for interactions between different residues in protease or reverse transcriptase. The resulting linear models are easy to understand and can potentially assist in choosing combination therapy regimens.